The elastic strain/stress fields (halo) around a compressed amorphous nano-track (core) caused by a single high-energy ion impact on LiNbO 3 are calculated. A method is developed to approximately account for the effects of crystal anisotropy of LiNbO 3 (symmetry 3m) on the stress fields for tracks oriented along the crystal axes (X, Y or Z). It only considers the zero-order (axial) harmonic contribution to the displacement field in the perpendicular plane and uses effective Poisson moduli for each particular orientation. The anisotropy is relatively small; however, it accounts for some differential features obtained for irradiations along the crystallographic axes X, Y and Z. In particular, the irradiation-induced disorder (including halo) and the associated surface swelling appear to be higher for irradiations along the X-or Y -axis in comparison with those along the Z-axis. Other irradiation effects can be explained by the model, e.g. fracture patterns or the morphology of pores after chemical etching of tracks. Moreover, it offers interesting predictions on the effect of irradiation on lattice parameters.
Introduction
For swift ions, having specific energies ∼1 MeV amu −1 , the electronic stopping power, S e , is markedly dominant over the nuclear stopping power, S n , along most of the trajectory. It has now become clear that heavy damage and amorphization can be produced in dielectric and semiconductor crystals by bombarding them with swift ions through electronic excitation mechanisms [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This electronic excitation damage presents remarkable differential features in comparison with that induced by elastic nuclear collisions and implantation [7, 8, 10] . Experiments on LiNbO 3 have shown that the electronic excitation damage is cumulative, as with the nuclear collision damage, but the damage cross-section, σ e , is a strongly superlinear function of the electronic stopping power [8, 10] . Therefore, it reaches much higher values [8, 10] than the nuclear collision damage cross-section, σ n (σ e ∼ 10 −12 cm 2 versus σ n ∼ 10 −14 cm 2 ). Moreover, a welldefined threshold value of S e is needed to achieve macroscopic amorphization (thresholding effect) in LiNbO 3 [8, 10, 14] and other amorphizable materials [5, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In fact, it is well known that every single ion generates a well-defined amorphous track of nanometre diameter whenever its stopping power is above such a threshold value. These tracks have been observed and investigated by a variety of techniques [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and offer interesting possibilities for nano-structuring and nano-patterning of materials in electronics and photonics [11, [30] [31] [32] . Although the detailed structure of the tracks is not definitely known for most materials and it may be quite complex, it has been, indeed, observed that it includes a central amorphous core surrounded by an extensive halo containing elastically stressed regions as well as point defects (e.g. colour centres) and extended defects [10, 25, 26] . Understanding the defect structure of the halo requires a definite theoretical model to account for the formation of defects during electronic damage. Recently, we have developed a phenomenological approach for LiNbO 3 based on the synergy between the thermal spike concept [33, 34] and a non-radiative exciton decay process [35] [36] [37] . It allows us to quantify the concentration of point defects generated by swift-ion bombardment, and thus, to estimate the radius of the defective halo and its dependence on electronic stopping power. However, the strain/stress fields associated with the presence of a lower density amorphous track embedded in a denser LiNbO 3 crystal host have not, so far, been evaluated.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the strain/stress halo around a single amorphous ion track in LiNbO 3 and define a meaningful radius as a function of the stopping power of the incident ion. LiNbO 3 is a relevant dielectric material where a substantial amount of information on ion-beam damage and track data is available. In a first stage, we summarize the calculation of the displacement and strain fields using isotropic linear elastic theory [38] [39] [40] [41] for inclusions embedded in a continuous elastic medium. Our results for the stress/strain halo surrounding the amorphous track core will be compared with those previously obtained for the halo of irradiationinduced point defects, assuming that the two contributions are uncoupled. In a second stage, we have approximately introduced the crystal anisotropy (trigonal C 3m symmetry) in the calculations through the effect of the anisotropic elastic stiffness coefficients. The resulting formalism, despite its simplicity, turns out to be easily applicable to a number of relevant experiments. In fact within this formalism we discuss a number of features associated with the anisotropy and present some new experiments to illustrate our predictions. Moreover, some possible relevant experiments are suggested. The results of this paper are expected to be useful for the application of swift-ion irradiation to nano-patterning in LiNbO 3 and other anisotropic materials.
Stress/strain fields (elastic halo) around a single ion track: linear isotropic model
The problem has been addressed by the Eshelby method [38, 39] and by a Green's function approach [40] and it is well documented, see e.g. [41] . Moreover, the elastic analysis has been extended [42, 43] to include the role of viscoelastic strains in irradiated amorphous materials (e.g. silica). Here, we will briefly summarize the results corresponding to a cylindrical inclusion in LiNbO 3 considered as an infinite elastic continuum isotropic medium with elastic Lamé coefficients λ, µ (or the more practical parameters, Young modulus E and Poisson ratio ν). The deviations from isotropy will be analysed in section 3. Let us consider the situation depicted in figure 1 , showing an infinitely long amorphous track (inclusion) along the Z direction, having a radius R and the same elastic The amorphous core (of radius R) and the strained halo are indicated. The normal and shear stresses, σ N and σ S , are calculated at a point P (r, θ) on a probe plane parallel to the track axis (e z vector) and whose normal vector (n) forms an angle β with the e r vector of the cylindrical coordinate basis (equivalently, n forms an angle α with the X-axis of the coordinate system).
constants as the crystal host. At any arbitrary point inside the inclusion (amorphous track), i.e. r < R, the displacement vector u is radial and strains and stresses are uniform. The most interesting region for our study is the surrounding halo (r < R). For an arbitrary point P (r, θ) in this region (halo), the displacement vector u, the strain tensor ε = 1/2(∇u + ∇ T u) and the stress tensor σ = λ∇uI + 2µε, write
and
where ε 0 (eigenstrain [41] ) is the linear uniform expansion at constant pressure caused by the irradiation-induced amorphization of the track core. The above expressions ensure the continuity of the displacement vector and stresses (not the strains) at the boundary. Note that the elastic strains and stresses decrease with the distance from the track axis as r −2 , i.e. much faster than for a lattice dislocation, as has been experimentally measured for heavy-ion-irradiated zircon [44] .
The unit vectors, e r and e θ , together with e z , figure 1, define the principal axes of tensors (2) and (3) . Therefore, the principal (maximum) strains are and similarly, the principal (maximum) stresses are
One may, then, calculate the normal and shear stresses, σ N (β) and σ S (β), respectively, acting on a probe plane, figure 1 , that contains the e z vector and whose normal vector forms an angle β with e r (figure 1):
Strain, stress and elastic energy at the halo
The absolute values of the β-angular profiles for σ N and σ S are independent of θ and are shown in figure 2 . The stresses are, obviously, independent of θ due to the axial symmetry. Absolute values of the normal stresses reach a maximum |σ rr | = |σ θθ | for β = kπ/2, k being an integer, i.e. for planes perpendicular either to e r or e θ vectors, and become null for planes forming angles β = kπ/4, k being an odd integer. The shear stresses behave just in the opposite way, reaching the same maximum value. In order to obtain some numerical estimates for those components one may use some average value for the anisotropic Poisson coefficients of LiNbO 3 (see section 3). One arrives at an average Poisson ratio ν = 0.241 and an average Young modulus E = 186 GPa obtained from coefficients (table 1) . Since the linear expansion caused by amorphization is estimated to be around [6] ε 0 = 0.05, one obtains ε rr = (−ε θθ ) ∼ −0.04 for the principal strains at the track core boundary (r = R) and σ rr = (−σ θθ ) ∼ −6.1 GPa for the principal stresses. These components correspond to the maximum compressive (tensile) strains and stresses at the halo. One should mention here that the total elastic (strain) energy associated with the track per unit length is given [41] by
that is proportional to the cross-section of the track core. Therefore, the overall elastic energy density per unit crosssection is essentially independent of the core radius. Using the above quoted average values, ν = 0.241, E = 186 GPa and ε 0 = 0.05,one obtains an estimate of W ∼ 2 eV nm −1 for unit track cross-section (in nm 2 ). This value, which does not include the contribution associated with the phase transition, is very small in comparison with the threshold stopping power for track formation in LiNbO 3 (S th ∼ 6 keV nm −1 ).
Radius of the elastic halo
The existence of an elastic halo around single amorphous tracks formed at stopping powers higher than the threshold has been ascertained or inferred in a few cases by TEM observations [45] [46] [47] and from nanopatterns (hillcocks) generated at the emergence of tracks at the sample surface [48] [49] [50] . Average information on the lattice distortions caused by multiple-track irradiation can be obtained from highresolution x-ray diffraction experiments [47, 51] and RBS/C channelling techniques [2, 24, 52] , although the data cannot usually distinguish between elastic and defective distortions. Regardless, the size of the elastic halo depends on the particular technique used for its detection and its definition is, indeed, a matter of convention. The analysis presented in this paper makes it possible to define an outer radius R H for the elastic halo surrounding a track core having a radius R C = R. One may consider the elastic halo as the region where the elastic strains (2) induce distortions of the lattice cell that are larger than the average random static or dynamic (vibrational) distortions u 0 . Therefore, R H should be defined through the relation
i.e.
where l 0 is a suitable lattice parameter corresponding to the width of a given crystal channel used to probe the crystal perfection. The radius of the elastic halo increases linearly with R and with decreasing u 0 , i.e. increasing perfection of the crystal. In the ideal case of a perfect crystal, u 0 corresponds to the vibrational amplitude u th and can be roughly inferred from the minimum yield in RBS/C experiments [53] . At room temperature the following roughly isotropic values were obtained, u th = 0.09 Å for Nb, u th = 0.12 Å for O and u th = 0.15 Å for Li. Considering the dominant channelling role of Nb 5+ ions and that the vibration of those atoms constitute the main source for de-channelling (neglecting static distortions), it comes out that R H ∼ 1.5 × R, i.e. the elastic halo is larger than (although comparable to) the amorphous core. Although systematic data are not available this prediction appears consistent with some reports [54] . Moreover, the diameter of the elastic halo may become comparable to that of point defects (defective halo) which makes their experimental separation difficult (see the next section).
Comparison of the elastic halo with the surrounding halo of point defects (defective halo)
In addition to the elastic halo discussed so far, one has to consider the defective region constituted by point defects that are generated by the ion impacts during irradiation and that have not collapsed into the track core. Direct evidence for this surrounding halo is scarce, although it is clear for some materials, such as alkali halides [55] and polymers [56] . Quite relevant to this problem is a recent paper [57] reporting molecular dynamics simulations of swift-ion damage to zircon. The calculations clearly show that the structure of the tracks is complex and consists of an amorphous core surrounded by a halo of point defects. On the other hand, there is abundant kinetics information that provides indirect evidence for the existence of the defective halo and that cannot be applied to the elastic halo. In particular, the Avrami-type kinetics of amorphization by swift ions, for LiNbO 3 and other dielectrics and semiconductors, shows an incubation fluence region for low enough stopping powers, which is clearly indicative [24, 58] 
of amorphization as a result of irradiationinduced defect accumulation (cumulative mechanisms).
For LiNbO 3 , direct quantitative RBS/C data on the size of the defective halo are not very reliable since the de-channelling effect of the halo is quite small in comparison with that of the amorphous core [9] . However, slightly above the threshold, the halo area may represent around 10-20% of the core area and below the threshold (although the amorphous core is not formed) a defective region (defective halo) is still clearly detectable. Anyhow, one can rely on the cumulative character of defect formation and use the Avrami kinetic laws to make quantitative estimates [59] of the relative sizes of amorphous core and defective halo. The two contributions appear, indeed, comparable for moderate stopping powers. Note that our analysis in section 2.2, together with the results of [59] , suggests that for high enough stopping powers the elastic halo should be dominant.
Formulation of the anisotropic stress/strain problem for tracks in LiNbO 3
In order to take into account anisotropy we have to modify the previous isotropic approach using the appropriate anisotropic elastic constants.
For LiNbO 3 the symmetry is very approximately C 3m (3m) and the crystal structure is illustrated in figure 3 . Note the projection on the XY plane where the trigonal symmetry is clearly apparent and that the Xaxis is taken perpendicular to the mirror plane m. The true structure involves a small rotation of the octahedra that turns the symmetry into C 3 . However, this effect is of little relevance and it is not usually considered in most structural analyses. The stiffness tensor (C ij kl ) and the compliance tensor (S ij kl ) can be written in a contracted notation 6 through a 6 × 6 matrix with the following form [60] :
where Q mn represents either the contracted stiffness matrix (C mn ) or the contracted compliance matrix (S mn ). The components fulfil Q 66 = Q 11 − Q 12 and it is usually assumed that Q 13 ≈ Q 31 and Q 14 ≈ 2Q 41 . The experimental values [60] of these components at constant field are listed in table 1. Using the above contracted notation the linear relation between stress and strain tensors (also written in contracted notation) becomes σ m = C mn ε n ε m = S mn σ n (10) the latter relation to be used instead of the isotropic relation
A rigorous approach to the anisotropic problem involves solving the general (anisotropic) equilibrium elastic equation instead of the isotropic version and the general formal solution is available [41] . Here, we are interested in the stress/strain profiles associated with amorphous tracks produced by single ion impacts impinging on the crystal along one of the crystal axes X, Y or Z. This is the experimental situation most commonly found in practice, when irradiating X, Y or Z crystal cuts at normal incidence. For these cases we will 6 We use the following rules to write the tensors Q ij kl in a contracted notation by means of the (6 × 6) matrices Q mn :
12 or 21 → 6
The rules shown in the right column are also used to write the stress (σ ij ) and strain (ε ij ) tensors in a contracted notation by means of the (6 × 1) vectors σ m and ε m , respectively. adopt a simpler zero-order approximation and assume that the displacement field u(r, θ ) at the halo and core, and hence the strain tensors present axial symmetry around the corresponding axis (as for the isotropic case); however, one should use appropriate elastic coefficients (e.g. Poisson ratios) for each particular track orientation. According to this conjecture the angular profiles for the displacement field neglects all highorder harmonics except the zero-order one. On the other hand, the effect of crystal anisotropy on the stress tensors will be taken into account through the anisotropic elastic stiffness and compliance coefficients. We will show next the usefulness of such a simple approach that allows one to obtain practical quantitative predictions for a number of experimental scenarios.
Strain tensors
In accordance with the above main assumption, expression (2) (referred to the strain tensor for tracks along the X, Y and Z crystal axes) remains valid for the anisotropic case. However, the physical factor, g = 1/2(1 + ν)/(1 − ν), in that equation should now include the appropriate Poisson coefficient for each particular track orientation. Then, using a comparison between the isotropic and anisotropic formulae (10) for the components of the strain tensor and the values for the compliance coefficients in table 1, we obtain the following anisotropic Poisson ratios and physical factors:
Hence the symmetry of the strain tensor ε around the track axis remains isotropic for track Z but develops a slight anisotropy for tracks X and Y , due to the different g factors, i.e. g xz = g zx and g yz = g zy . Anyhow, one can take an average factor g av = (0.841 + 0.914)/2 = 0.878 and consider the strain field as very approximately isotropic also for tracks along the X-and Y -axes. We summarize here the final expressions for the strain tensors.
Track along the Z-axis:
Track along the X-axis:
Track along the Y-axis:
Therefore, as a main conclusion, the strains are scaled by a factor dependent on the Poisson ratio applicable to each particular track orientation.
Stress tensors
For the anisotropic situation considered here for LiNbO 3 , the track direction is relevant for the calculation of the stress-tensor components. One readily obtains these components making use of (11) and the appropriate equations (12) 
Neglecting the out of plane (XY) components of the tensor that mix with the Z components (i.e. the comparatively small C 41 coefficient), the stress tensor becomes
which has the same structure as for the isotropic case (3). Normal and shear stresses over a plane whose normal vector forms an angle α with the X-axis (see figure 1 ) are given by
where β = α − θ, as defined in section 2 above. For θ = 0 (X-axis) the angular profiles as a function of α, depicted in figure 4 , follow the same patterns as for the isotropic case (see figure 2) . In particular, one should note that the absolute value of the maximum normal and shear stresses are independent of θ as for the isotropic case, i.e. there are no privileged planes in the structure. It is convenient here to neglect the small stress component σ xx and restrict our analysis to the YZ plane. Now, the offdiagonal terms mixing the Y and Z components of the stress become more relevant. Even neglecting such off-diagonal terms, the equivalence of Y -and Z-axes in the perpendicular plane is broken since the diagonal terms do not coincide. For simplicity, we neglect the coefficients C 14 and C 41 and the σ xx element, not introducing much error due to their small values. The resulting stress matrix can thus be written as
Track along the X-axis:
One then gets for the normal and shear stresses as a function (22) i.e., the α-angular profiles depend on θ and so they do not present axial symmetry as for the track along the Z-axis (or the isotropic case). As an example the profiles for θ = 0 are
The polar plots (as a function of α) for the normal stresses at θ = 0 for tracks along the X-and Z-axes are comparatively illustrated in figure 4(a) . The corresponding plots for the shear stresses are displayed in figure 4(b) . Note that for the Zcut the angular profiles are similar to those for the isotropic case (figure 2) except for the scaling factor in magnitude. The anisotropy in the normal stress obtained for tracks along the X-axis is remarkable. Irradiations along the X-axis provide higher maximum normal and shear stress values than along the Z-axis. For practical purposes the most interesting information refers to the maximum values for both stresses, σ N (figure 5) and σ S (figure 6), which take place on planes characterized by their angles α N,max and α S,max , respectively. The orientation and magnitude for both the maximum normal and shear stresses are shown as a function of θ formed by the observation direction with the X (Y ) crystal axis for Z-cut (X-cut). In the case of shear stress the orientation of the maximum stress with respect to the X (Y )-axis is also given for Z-cut (X-cut). Figure 6 . Maximum shear stress produced by a track along Z (and X)-axis at points (r = R, θ). The squares represent infinitesimal elements over which maximum stress acts. The arrows represent the shear stress. Note that the maximum shear stress appears on planes forming ±45
• with the crystallographic axes.
One sees that the axial isotropy is lost in contrast to the situation for tracks along the Z-axis. It turns out that the normal stress reaches the highest values at points on the Y -or Z-axis. In the case of shear stress the highest values always occur along directions forming ±45
• with those axes, as schematically illustrated in figure 6 . In other words, the anisotropy has destroyed the equivalence among all crystal planes (regardless of α) and has selected a set of 'weaker' shear planes. This prediction is reasonably consistent with the appearance of cracks at ±45
• upon irradiation of X-cut samples, as will be discussed in section 4.4 (see figure 9) .
Track along the Y-axis:
The situation is very similar to that for the track along X. Again, even neglecting the off-diagonal terms, the axial symmetry (or equivalence of X-and Z-axes) is destroyed.
Consequences of the anisotropic strain/stress fields around amorphous tracks
In principle, the elastic halo affects many physical and chemical properties of the crystal such as microscopy observations (TEM), x-ray diffraction, optical parameters (refractive index), channelling behaviour of incoming light ions or chemical reactivity. Unfortunately, a systematic study of such effects is not yet available, although some partial information is scattered through the literature.
Microscopy observations
First, TEM images could provide clear details about the crystal structure in the track and about the lattice distortions at the surrounding halo. In fact, clear evidence of heavy strains around the track core was reported [46, 47] for GeS irradiated with U ions at 11.4 MeV amu −1 . For LiNbO 3 , significant structural changes were observed in the diffraction patterns obtained with HRTEM [28, 61] . In fact, the track radii measured by TEM are smaller (about a factor 2) than those determined by RBS/C. The latter technique does not distinguish individual tracks but measures the total disordered area corresponding to a given (small) fluence (∼10 10 cm −2 ). This area should include not only the amorphous track core, as in TEM, but a substantial fraction of the surrounding disordered halo. Our theoretical analysis predicts higher strain/stress fields for tracks oriented along the X-or Y -axis in comparison with those associated with tracks along Z due to differences in the effective Poisson coefficients. The available information is still very scarce, hence we have performed RBS/C experiments at stopping powers well above the threshold, irradiating with Br (45 MeV) in our 5 MV accelerator at CMAM and with Xe (1.45 GeV), Kr (800 MeV) and Au (2.19 GeV) at GANIL. For these irradiations one expects a relevant contribution of the elastic halo. The results corresponding to irradiations on the X and Z crystal cuts at the same low fluences are shown in figure 7 . They confirm that the disorder area associated with a given track is, indeed, larger for irradiations along the X-axis than along the Z-axis, although the difference is not very significant. Anyhow, one cannot rule out the contribution of other effects to the observed differences in track morphology, e.g. anisotropy of the damage mechanism and/or size of the defective halo. Systematic experiments using TEM and complementary AFM methods should be pursued.
Surface swelling
An effect related to track formation is the surface swelling effect observed at the impact spot on the irradiated face of the crystal [48] [49] [50] . It is revealed as a nanometric hillcock around the emergence point of the track at the surface or as a raised mesa or plateau when a finite region is homogeneously irradiated. These protrusions are a consequence of the strains generated at the free sample surface by the amorphous track [40] and should be governed by the Poisson coefficients, relating the compressive stresses at the perpendicular plane to the induced strains along the track direction. Therefore, swelling measurements appear very suitable to investigate the elastic distortions associated with amorphous tracks. The problem of swelling caused by tracks in a semi-infinite solid has been dealt with by Colin et al [40] using a Green's method approach under an isotropic approximation. It appears [43] that the radial extension of the hillcock (elastic) profile at the surface amounts to around twice the radius of the amorphous core. However, their results would require a more general theoretical framework to deal with anisotropic crystals such as LiNbO 3 . Here, we propose a simple quasi-isotropic analysis based on the formalism of the effective Poisson coefficients. One shortcoming of this analysis is that it neglects the relatively small stresses parallel to the track axis. Anyway, the analysis is expected to provide a reasonable approximation, especially, when comparing tracks oriented along different crystal axes. For cylindrical tracks along a principal crystal axis, perpendicular to the free surface and emerging at it, the magnitude of swelling measured by the normal displacement u N of the surface at the track axis (r = 0) is [40] 
where ν is the effective Poisson ratio for the experimental configuration, ε 0 the radial strain inside the track, a the radius of the track and h its length. Therefore, one would expect swelling values around 30% higher for X-tracks in comparison with Z-tracks. As far as we know, sufficient reliable data are not yet available. Swelling ratios, u N (Xcut)/u N (Zcut) = 1 − 2, were, indeed, observed in old experiments [62] on LiNbO 3 crystals irradiated with nitrogen at 150 keV, i.e. with a strong collisional contribution. In order to ensure that we are in the electronic regime and to enhance the swelling magnitude, we have performed experiments on samples irradiated at a moderate fluence in our 5 MV accelerator at CMAM with F at 20 MeV and Br at 45 MeV. In these experiments the irradiated area has a radius, a h, of around 1 mm. Then, formula (26) turns into
Our results, shown in figure 8 , reveal that the amount of surface swelling at the X face is about a factor 1.3 larger than at the Z face, as expected from the theoretical analyses presented in this paper. Moreover, the absolute values of the swelling magnitude have the correct order of magnitude (∼100 nm). Single track swelling experiments comparing hillcock profiles for single tracks along different orientations will be quite relevant to confirm these predictions. 
X-ray diffraction
The strain fields around the core track induce changes in the lattice parameters of the surrounding crystalline material (halo) that could be measured by high-resolution x-ray diffraction.
The observable consequences will be a shift and a broadening of the Bragg peaks. The expected shift can be roughly estimated in a simple model of a cubic lattice of parameter l. For a single track, the decrease in the lattice parameter l, averaged over the extension of the halo, yields
since l/ l = ε rr . R H and R C are, respectively, the radii of the halo and core of the tracks. The average relative change in lattice parameter is not dramatically dependent on the ratio between the halo and core radii. For the reasonable choice R H = 1.5R C , l /l ∼ = 2.5×10 −2 , whereas it would decrease to 2 × 10 −3 for the extreme case of R H = 10R C . Therefore, the values to be found in experiment would depend on the coverage of the halos. For high enough fluences, so that the average distance between impacts is of the order of the halo radius, one would reach a value between the two limits mentioned above. We may, here, quote data obtained [63] by researchers at the University of Padova for LiNbO 3 samples irradiated at our accelerator (CMAM) with F ions at 20 MeV along the Z-axis to a fluence of 10 14 cm −2 . They obtained values ranging from 1 to 5 × 10 −3 . MicroRaman experiments performed [3, 6] on different swift ion-beam irradiated LiNbO 3 samples also show a broadening and shift of the crystalline peaks presumably due to the strains existing in the crystalline regions in the vicinity of the amorphous regions. Experiments on other oxides, such as zirconia [51] , have reported strains of ∼2×10 −3 for Pb-irradiated samples at fluences of ∼10 13 cm −2 .
Mechanical effects
The strain/stress fields in the halo may induce mechanical effects, e.g. generation of dislocations, as well as initiate or propagate fracture cracks. Glide deformation [62] has been observed on congruent LiNbO 3 only for temperatures around or above 1000
• C (0.8T m , T m being the melting temperature). It occurs along different slip planes, basal, prismatic and pyramidal, depending on the compression axis. The measured yield stress measured at such high temperatures is in the 13-20 MPa range [64] significantly lower than the values obtained from our calculations at the track boundary, where temperature reaches the highest values (near the melting point) for a very short time. At lower temperatures plastic deformation could not be achieved without failure [64] . In particular, these mechanical effects should show a clear dependence on the sample cut that has been exposed to irradiation, either X, Y or Z. In fact, the main consequence of our analysis of the anisotropy is that the stresses around a track are higher for X-or Y -cuts in comparison with Z-cuts. This could explain the clear fracture patterns observed on X-oriented tracks in comparison with Z-oriented tracks for swift-ion irradiations at equal fluences. This effect is illustrated with photographs in figure 9 showing the X-and Z-faces irradiated with Xe ions at fluences of 2 and 8 × 10 11 cm −2 . The crack patterns are oriented at around ±45
• with respect to the axes, in agreement with the orientation of the highest values obtained for the maximum shear stresses (figure 6).
Chemical effects
The stress/strain field profiles could also influence the surface morphology patterns of tracks after suitable chemical etching [28] , which results in the formation of nanopores at the sample surface. It has been observed that the initial pore shapes, essentially corresponding to the excavation of the amorphous core, are axial (circular). However, during subsequent pore growth other anisotropic shapes develop and may adopt a markedly elongated shape with the long axis at around 40
• from the Z-axis [28] . This value is close to the predictions of our anisotropic analysis for maximum shear stresses, suggesting that those directions present a weaker resistance to chemical etching. The marked pore anisotropy is particularly observable for samples that have been irradiated with heavy ions of very high energy for which the electronic stopping power leads to thick amorphous tracks and the size of the elastic halo may be large. This is illustrated by the morphology of the etched tracks in figure 10 , corresponding to samples irradiated at GANIL with Kr 800 MeV and Pb 2300 MeV, using HF (40%) as the etching agent for 10 min at RT.
Summary and outlook
The stress/strain profiles around a single amorphous track in a LiNbO 3 crystal irradiated with swift heavy ions at normal incidence along the principal crystal axes are evaluated. First, the situation is reviewed within an isotropic model, in order to assess the concept of elastic halo and its relative relevance in comparison with the defective (point defect) halo. This is a key problem in the analysis of experiments since the two contributions are entangled and are difficult to distinguish. In a second part, the effect of crystal anisotropy is taken into account through a practical approximate model. It assumes an axial displacement (and strain) field that depends on the orientation of the track through an effective Poisson ratio. The contributions to the non-axial terms in the stress radial profiles are then calculated. The model accounts for isotropic stress profiles around a track along the Z-axis and predicts a higher stress field around tracks along the X-and Y -axes. In addition, in the latter cases, the maximum normal and shear stresses do not present radial isotropy. The results provide a basis to understand certain relevant experimental effects on the role of track orientation (such as the size of the disordered area, surface swelling, fracture patterns or chemical etching of amorphous tracks). Moreover, it offers interesting predictions on the effect of irradiation tracks on lattice parameters and x-ray diffraction patterns.
